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Introduction

Imagine a platform which enables creators to sell products and freelance service providers to 

sell their services in an online marketplace having the global presence. A platform, which is built 

to provide a seamless experience of purchasing digital goods or services online on a single 

click. A platform which can't be corrupted by fake reviews or fake goods/ misleading services. A 

platform which is transparent, yet secure and provides a lightning fast approach in 

transferring the money for goods/ services. Deskchain, A platform built on blockchain network 

which enables the user to purchase the digital goods or hire freelancing services online has 

one of the lightning-fast transaction speed. With the emergence of the blockchain, a growing 

number of users and businesses have started leveraging the said infrastructure in order to 

purchase/ promote goods and services. As of now, Deskchain is a blockchain platform created 

for buyers and sellers all over the world. With an easy online store builder, any seller will able to 

create their own storefront and sell/ promote their digital goods/ services. Rather than waiting 

around to be discovered, you can sell your work directly to your followers, fans and customers.
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Deskchain Platform 

Deskchain is a platform which enables creators to sell their digital products directly to 

consumers without the interference of middlemen. Creators of all types, such as authors, 

comedians, designers, filmmakers, musicians, and software developers, use deskchain to sell 

products directly to consumers, mostly digital content like albums, comics, ebooks, films, 

games, music, or tutorials

Why Deskchain Platform 

A Blessing in Disguise 

Many creators will be switching to Deskchain owing to the low fee it will charge (3% per 

successful transaction), which makes hunting for work a lot easier. Virtually anyone can sell on 

the platform, which does not require any complex technical know how. Creators who have a 

knack for being creative can earn great money using the Deskchain network. Another good 

thing is that creators actually get paid for doing what they love to do, making work a lot more 

fun. They also get to have more exposure as buyers search for them and not the other way 

around

Support for Millions of Users

Disrupting online businesses or trading platforms such as Fiverr, Gumroad require blockchain 

technology capable to handle simultaneously multiple millions of active users. Deskchain 

network will be based on similar technology with a different payment system for services and 

goods. A completely new structural environment for comparable transactions supported with 

blockchain technology, databases, and back-end development platform. 
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Transparent Information 

On Deskchain network, buyers are able to see all the necessary information about a creator. 

These include ratings, feedback, number of orders completed, and many more. This offers 

confidence to buyers, knowing the kind of creator they are potentially collaborating with 

Open yet 

Secure Network Each piece of data in the Deskchain network is marked with usage terms 

during the encryption. This way the user (the source of the data) can control in what way their 

data is to be shared and used by others. The usage terms are controlled by the deskchain 

smart contract. When buyers hire creators on Deskchain, their personal details are kept 

protected. The platform only gives out information that assists creators in learning more about 

their potential client. Furthermore, the service does not share anybody's details, be they buyer 

or creator, with any third party. Everyone's privacy is protected, allowing them to conduct 

transactions with peace of mind

Payment 

Protection for Creators & Buyers One main focus area of the Deskchain network will definitely 

lay within the guaranteed safety of payments in transactions. First off all there will be a blacklist 

for malicious users of the deskchain network. For every transaction, the initial payment will be 

stored in a temporarily deskchain account. Only after confirmation and acceptance of 

delivery of goods/ services the initial payment will be transferred to the second party [entire 

procedure will be controlled by smart contract]. 

Due to the blockchain technology, any form of malicious and unwanted behavior can be 

traced back to all accounts involved. The deskchain network will freeze the transfer wallet of the 

particular trade and keep it locked until a further investigation into the matter is processed.
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What are Smart Contracts? 

Smart contracts help you exchange money, property, shares, or anything of value in a 

transparent, conflict-free way while avoiding the services of a middleman. 

The best way to describe smart contracts is to compare the technology to a vending machine. 

Ordinarily, you would go to a lawyer or a notary, pay them, and wait while you get the 

document. With smart contracts, you simply drop an ethereum into the vending machine (i.e. 

ledger), and your e-book, music album, or whatever drops into your account. More so, smart 

contracts not only define the rules and penalties around an agreement in the same way that a 

traditional contract does, but also automatically enforce those obligations

Smart Contract & Deskchain Network.

Deskchain network is built on a blockchain using the smart contract technology, which will 

ensure transparency and security of the transaction for all participants. The capability of smart 

contracts involves the management of required conditions, digital items, and internal 

cryptocurrency, acting as 

an independent intermediary. The payment and transfer of digital items are processed 

through a smart contract based on all of its terms. Smart contracts provide a much higher level 

of security than ordinary contractual right. A smart contract verifies the user's solvency, as well 

as the right to own items and the size of the commission. An independent Deskchain trading 

platform, which is capable of processing hundreds of thousands of operations per second and 

interacting with blockchain in the least amount of time. This platform is developed to deliver 

highest standards of user experience in Deskchain network.
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Deskchain Advantages

A smooth interaction between creators and buyers without intermediaries.

Create and promote own online store with a single click.

An email broadcast feature to attract more customers. 

Secure communication between creators and buyers on the network. 

Purchase and sell tokens to third parties over the network.

Gain an insight of user behaviors from the network data.

Sell/ Purchase products in fiat and cryptocurrencies.
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Coin specification

Name : Deskchain 

ALGORITHM SCRYPT (POS/POW) 

INITIAL SUPPLY 50 000 000 

SOFT CAP 700 000 000 

BLOCK TIME 3 MIN 

MIN MATURE TIME 9 HOURS 

MAX MATURE TIME 72 HOURS 

POW REWARD 20
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Token Distribution

A total of 50 million tokens will be issued for ICO project: 

10% of tokens total amount will be 

received by Dekchain team;

65% will be offered for sale to 

investors. Unsold tokens will be 

destroyed at the end of ICO project.

 22% for bonuses payment; 

3% will become the property of 

advisors, experts and partners as 

an acknowledgement for the 

professional assistance in the 

evaluation of the project, promoting 

it on social networks, and 

conducting ICO - Bounty program;

22

3

65

10
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Token pre-sale

The token pre-sale will take place as follows:

Start: 

End: 

Currency accepted: ETH,BTC,BCH,DASH,LTC
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Token main-sale

The token main-sale will take place as follows:

Start: 

End: 

Currency accepted: ETH,BTC,BCH,DASH,LTC
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Use of Proceeds

The proceeds from the token sale will be used for the development, promotion, and growth of 

the new decentralized ecosystem. The preliminary allocation is set forth below but is subject to 

change:

Product Development: 

40% This includes development and 

operations of Deskchain -related technology, 

such as smart contracts, wallets, SDKs, 

plugins, and other updates. This will also 

include the hiring of additional personnel. 

Product Development 

General and Administrative

Marketing

Partnerships

General and Administrative: 

This includes, among other things, costs 

associated with rent, utilities, insurance and 

administrative salaries.

Marketing:

30% This will be used for advertising, 

promotional events, sponsorships, and other 

marketing activities to promote the adoption 

of Deskachain.

Partnerships: 

15%  This will be used to develop partnerships 

and attract participants in the FLIP 

decentralized ecosystem. 

40

15

30

15
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Road Map:
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AML & KYC Compliance

Introduction

Once the ICO is closed, then DeskChain coins will be distributed to ICO participants, and their 

balance will be visible in the network. Additional identification details will be collected in order 

to meet AntiMoney Laundering (AML), CounterTerrorism Financing (CTF) and Know your 

Customer (KYC) requirements.

AML

Once the Initial Coin Offering (ICO) is completed, then Deskchain tokens will be distributed to 

participants, and the user balance will be visible on the Blockchain network. Additional 

identification details will be collected in order to meet Anti Money Laundering (AML), 

CounterTerrorism Financing (CTF) and Know your Customer (KYC) requirements.

Compliance with proper Anti Money Laundering regulations is the foundation for the Deskchain 

network. We want to provide the best experience possible to our ICO participants. Thus, We will 

not accept any payment from illegal, stolen or uncertain sources. It is important for us to be not 

just a service provider but also the leader in technology delivering the highest ethical 

standards in operating business. All the incoming payments and deposits will be verified using 

our native designed AML Platform.

Our native AML/KYC and Compliance platform use proprietary algorithms to provide 

structured information on blockchain transactions and transactions parties. Our platform is 

one of the most effective solutions for managing your AML/KYC, Compliance and blockchain 

transactions counterparties risks.

Know Your Client The Know Your Customer documents can be provided at the latest of 30 

(thirty) days after the end of the ICO. However, this period can be extended to a maximum of 60 

(sixty) days in limited cases based on the circumstances of the case.
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The documents which need to be provided by every ICO participant are as follows:

1 x Government issued Identity Proof (e.g. Passport, Social Security Number, etc.);

1 x Residential Address Proof (e.g. Bank Statement, Utility Bills not older than 3 months).

Important: Only International Driving Licence will be accepted as Identity Proof.

Legal Advisors 

ERIENCE SOLUTIONS, LLC - Trusted since 2010. An award winning full-service law and accounting 

firm providing commercial and pragmatic advice in the field of Blockchain and 

Cryptocurrency has been appointed as our legal advisors for the ICO

$
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Disclaimer

This document is intended for the internal use of recipients only and may not be distributed 

externally or reproduced for external distribution in any form without express written 

permission of DeskChain. As of the date of publication of this Whitepaper, the DeskChain 

Tokens have no known potential uses outside of the DeskChain platform.

Whitepaper is not an offer document  :

This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offering document, and is not an offer to 

sell, nor the solicitation of any offer to buy any investment or financial instrument in any 

jurisdiction. DeskChain Tokens should not be acquired for speculative or investment purposes 

with the expectation of making a profit or immediate re-sale. No promises of future 

performance or value are or will be made with respect to DeskChain Tokens, including no 

promise of inherent value, no promise of continuing payments, and no guarantee that 

DeskChain Tokens will hold any particular value. Do not participate in the DeskChain token sale 

unless you are prepared to lose the entire amount you allocated to purchasing DeskChain 

Tokens. DeskChain Tokens are sold as a functional good and all proceeds received by  

DeskChain Limited may be spent freely by the DeskChain platform absent any conditions, save 

as may be prescribed in this Whitepaper.

Whitepaper warranties :

This Whitepaper is for information purposes only and is subject to change. DeskChain Limited 

cannot guarantee the accuracy of the statements made or conclusions reached in this 

Whitepaper. DeskChain Limited does not make and expressly disclaims all representations and 

warranties (whether express or implied by statute or otherwise) whatsoever, including but not 

limited to:
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purpose, suitability, wage, title or non-infringement;

That the contents of this Whitepaper are accurate and free from any errors; and

That such contents do not infringe any third party rights. DeskChain Limited shall have no 

liability for damages of any kind arising out of the use, reference to or reliance on the contents 

of this Whitepaper, even if advised of the possibility of such damages.

Usage of third party estimates :

This Whitepaper includes references to third party data and industry publications. DeskChain 

Limited believes that this industry data is accurate and that its estimates and assumptions are 

reasonable; however, there are no assurances as to the accuracy or completeness of this 

data. Third party sources generally state the information contained therein has been obtained 

from sources believed to be reliable; however, there are no assurances as to the accuracy or 

completeness of included information. Although the data are believed to be reliable, we have 

not independently verified any of the data from third party sources referred to in this 

Whitepaper or ascertained the underlying assumptions relied upon by such sources

Shard tokens are not securities :

User acknowledges, understands, and agrees that DeskChain are not securities and are not 

registered with any government entity as a security, and shall not be considered as such. User 

acknowledges, understands, and agrees that ownership of DeskChain does not grant the User 

the right to receive profits, income, or other payments or returns arising from the acquisition, 

holding, management or disposal of, the exercise of, the redemption of, or the expiry of, any 

right, interest, title or benefit in the DeskChain or DeskChain Platform or any other DeskChain 

property, whole or in part..

Any representations or warranties relating to merchantability, fitness for a particular 
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Absence of guarantees of income or profit :

There is no guarantee that DeskChain tokens will grow in value. There are no guarantees that 

the price of DeskChain will not decrease, including significantly, due to some unforeseen 

events, or events over which the developers have no control, or because of force majeure 

circumstances.

Regulatory uncertainty :

Blockchain technologies are subject to supervision and control by various regulatory bodies 

around the world. DeskChain tokens may fall under one or more requests or actions on their 

part, including but not limited to restrictions imposed on the use or possession of digital tokens 

such as DeskChain, which may slow or limit the functionality or repurchase of DeskChain 

tokens in the future.

Shard tokens are not an investment :

DeskChain tokens are not official or legally binding investments of any kind. In case of 

unforeseen circumstances, the objectives stated in this document may be changed. Despite 

the fact that we intend to reach all goals described in this document, all persons and parties 

involved in the purchase of DeskChain tokens do so at their own risk.

Integration :

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the 

subject matter of this Contract. All previous agreements, discussions, presentations, 

warranties, and conditions are combined in this document. There are no warranties, 

representations, conditions, or agreements, express or implied, between the parties, except 

those explicitly stated in this Agreement. This Agreement may be changed or amended only by 

a written document duly executed by the parties.
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Conclusion:

DESKCHAIN   saves time both for seller and customers. It provides a great many interconnected 

innovative tools, for business, communication, and entertainment. Hundreds of unnecessary 

switchings from application to application become a thing of the past. The extra time that 

thanks to DESKCHAIN, can be spent with much greater benefit, efficiency and pleasure are 

released. Deskchain that brings business and personal interaction to an entirely new level of 

development. Its unprecedented openness to external integration through API and the 

constructor, the simplicity of this procedure and the range of tasks performed based on end-

to-end technical and software solutions are truly unique. Perfect usability throughout the day 

in a single application with a lot of innovations for business and personal interaction will be 

appreciated by millions of users around the world. 

For the first time, a convenient space for business, work, communication, shopping, and 

recreation during the day has been created in a new generation large-scale IT product. For the 

first time, unique tools for monetizing investments through the use of paid services have been 

created, which each user can integrate in accordance with their own tasks and interests. 

For the first time, an open, living and developing ecosystem eliminating boundaries between 

everything and everyone has been created. We are in key with time - the time of globalization. 

We make this world a better, easier, more convenient place to live and give people the 

opportunity to keep life in their hands.
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